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dröPema Chö How do we live our lives when everything seems to fall aside—n's perennially best-
selling vintage on overcoming life's problems cuts to the center of spirituality and personal
growth--now in a recently designed 20th-anniversary edition with a new afterword by
Pema--makes for a perfect gift and addition to one's spiritual library.when we are continually
overcome by fear, anxiety, and discomfort? The solution, Pema Chön suggests, may be just the
contrary of everything you expect.drö Here, in her most much loved and acclaimed function,
Pema demonstrates moving toward painful circumstances and becoming intimate with them can
open up our hearts with techniques we never before imagined. Drawing from traditional
Buddhist wisdom, she presents life-changing tools for transforming suffering and adverse
patterns into habitual simplicity and boundless joy.
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  Her sensible counsel and perspective throughs you a life jacket when you think you are going to
drown.When in emotional pain, people tend to return to those locations they’ve found comfort
in the past.And I did so, but this is simply not a “hand-keeping,” “feel good” book. It’s blunt in its
view of existence as, Perhaps, Buddhism tends to be. The feel of the complete was, if you ask me,
“suck it up and soldier on. As someone going through a hard time, my search of a way to walk on
brought me to this reserve. In her youth, her hubby remaining her and she sensed that loss of
her whole world with anger and fear. Great content material."She illustrates this by describing a
pivotal moment in her lifestyle when things fell apart. And so when facing among those
inevitable occasions when we are losing it all, we can find a knowledge of what we’re feeling
when Ms Chodron says:"We respond against the chance of loneliness, of loss of life, of not
having anything to hold to.. Chances are to be, if you can understand and acknowledge the basic
cause of our unhappiness relating to Buddhism. If we are able to understand that, and
acknowledge it, we can go quite a distance in coping with the bad moments.Dread is what we’re
trying to cope with in those bad moments. As she mentioned in the aforementioned quote, we
are afraid of loneliness, loss of life, and aimlessness. Because we under no circumstances
understand how things will come out. i dropped about 15 pounds on my already 120 pound
frame, and contemplated "disappearing" whenever i was awake."I could do not delay - on with
such quotations—there are thus many quotable passages in this publication. Also ideas that have
helped me. many thanks pema! we actually don’t know anything and so we should be careful in
our judgments, even judgments as to what is great and what is bad (see chapter 1). She asks us
to understand that at the start of the book, and then goes on to give insight to greatly help us
deal with it. I’ve always been open to the teachings of Buddhism and so I thought I would find
some insight, also comfort and ease, in Ms Chodron’s phrases. I was so disappointed. If you’re at
such a location, then this book might be of help. She ultimately became thankful for the
experience, and that is usually a major theme of the book—the idea that life is certainly all
beginnings and endings. There have been sections in the initial few chapters that I underlined,
but I skimmed the last fifty percent. Good read Lots of great stuff covered in this book that a
person should be able to relate to whatever their beliefs are. And when you could find, ironically,
that chasing pleasure does not bring joy, and running from discomfort will not eliminate pain,
after that you’ll be at a spot where this book can help. it was a totally sucktastic time. All of us
face very difficult times if we are alive and love many individuals. I love this book and give it as
gifts when I know people are going through a down economy. Pema Chodron has the unique
ability to write in a way that you feel just like a loving friend is providing you really solid, helpful,
kind advice that is accessible.Caught my eyesight when things were falling apart for me This
book’s title caught my eye at a time when I felt like things were falling apart for me personally. I
read this reserve the very first time when I was going right through my divorce and go through
parts of it once again when I dropped my girl to cancer. This is a book you will end up pleased to
have and happy to give. This book is incredible. I'm surprised that lots of around me also have
read this but under no circumstances shared it! However, I sensed like halfway through the
publication, Pema forgot about the topic or ran out of content and centered on meditation going
back half. and loved it thus much i bought a duplicate for my . But out of that experience she
discovered Buddhism, a fresh life and a new vocation.. I am very grateful for this book Spot on
the best book I've come across regarding shifting the mind around physical "inconveniences" or
even worse. I purchased it for a mindfulness course, and loved it therefore much i bought a copy
for my sister in laws. Very helpful for anyone suffering with perfectionism, stress, or trauma. it's
certainly a book that goes well with meditative practices! Life changing This book encouraged me



to make some very positive changes in my own life. I've been extremely vocal about how exactly
much this is helping me cope with life post malignancy treatment! There are occasions, though,
when those locations fail us, or don’t offer enough convenience. Ms Chodron claims it
as:"Thinking that we can find some lasting enjoyment and avoid pain is usually what in
Buddhism is named samsara, a hopeless cycle that will go round and round endlessly and causes
us to suffer significantly. Lousy title. I highly recommend the writings of Pema Chodron. When
Things Fall Apart, speaks to the hurt, wounded or broken parts of us, helping each of us to be at
peace once we heal. Sounds true And I really do hope it is. i have been reading and re-reading
this reserve for years and years. it is my go-to publication during any difficult time, and i usually
glean something knew concerning my current scenario. pema chodron's writing eliminates most
of the loftiness i've encountered while trying to learn bhuddist personal help books, but since
pema has already gone through so much of the craziness of lifestyle, her lessons areextremely
extensive and compassionate. i really like this book because you can open it to any page and
start reading and you will find something you may use. love it. Such as for example that things
are simply not really what we think they are; I think that regardless of when you find this book, it
will be meaningful. the places that scare you is awesome and an excellent one for impulsive
activity, including jumping to conclusions, anger, etc, is called don't bite the hook. those are my 3
favorites. oh, i assume it would help mention my known reasons for searching for this genre of
info: i went through a terrible breakup, moved in the united states with my dog, the dog bit
someone ferociously on the neck, i lost my pet and the home i was living at that time (on the
same day as losing the dog), was outcast from my group of friends because they saw my pup as
an extension of me, went to reside in a basement house, started drinking seriously, and fell into
a despair that consisted of me waking up, taking an ambien, and heading back to sleep. then
when i woke up once again, i would simply take even more ambien until i fell asleep once again.
She says what her whole reserve is approximately when she says:"What we’re talking about is
getting to learn fear, becoming acquainted with dread, looking it right in the eye—not as a way to
solve problems, but as a total undoing of old ways of viewing, hearing, smelling, tasting, and
thinking. This Is A Must Have Book! i do indeed credit pema for helping me observe that i had to
kick my butt into equipment and grab ahold of the reins. Fear is a natural reaction to moving
nearer to the truth. Heals the Heart Heals the Heart. Pity. The title of the book is so ridiculously
deceptive; this is a philosophical lifestyle in general, it is not a 'how to' on how to recover from
catastrophe. I discover the writer relatively hard to tune into, but her understanding of
Buddhism mixed with a modern zen acceptance of our present day struggles makes her
worthwhile. The name produced me think it could be about overcoming some big existence
struggle, but it's lighter plus much more encompassing than that. I would recommend to anyone
searching for a deeper understanding of their own behavior. Disregard the title and slice to the
content. One of the most pragmatic approaches to reaching spiritual peace, without the new-age
sensationalism that most pop-self-help books contain. the kindest book on the planet!” But
achieve this with the insights of Buddhism and an enlightened point-of-view. Occasionally
everything feels therefore clouded and baffled, and having Pema stating that it's ok, that is
section of the path, that this is part of becoming alive, and it could transformation you for the
better, really helped me. As well as the exercises she proposes help - especially tonglen - looking
after others in the same situation. May we all be free from suffering May we all be happy and
content Great read!! Please go through for yourself care I found this book at an ideal time. i
recommend all her books. I acquired a lot out of the book with regards to changing my
perspective towards setbacks in existence. I don't actually care for reviews about books,



especially philosophical ones, but I do intend to share this publication with friends and family, so
I thought a review couldn't hurt! You will not regret hanging out with this book. Five Stars This is
an excellent book with a fascinating outlook that I found agreeable and helpful."From there, you
can go on to find out you skill in your existence to address samsara. great read great read
Product doesn't work Great style, but doesn't last! It worked ideal for the first a short while, but
proceeds to fall off after 3-4 weeks. I've reset it based on the instructions several times today,
but like I said it'll stick for probably 3-4 weeks max before it falls off again. Meh This particular
book seemed just a little disorganized. Easy read however, not always easy to follow. It seems
more stream-of-consciousness. Just a little disappointing.
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